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Image above - Harvey, 
who knows that this is 
classic Naya behavior. 

	 After being caught pickpocketing cats in a large square, Naya was 
arrested and was forced to give all of the stolen wallets, money, and other 
things back to her victims. Naya was taken to the police station, and is 
sitting at a table for questioning right now. However, a different police officer 
arrested her again, when they saw Naya reach for a police officer’s wallet. 
The wallet was returned, but Naya, with her tricks, “could not find the 
money.” 


	 Right now, Naya is facing a night or two in jail, because 
pickpocketing is pretty serious. She is also paying a fine of one hundred 
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dollars, to discourage her from pickpocketing 
any other cat. However, it would take a military 
block formation, a thirty foot cage, and a knife at 
each of her kittens’ throats to stop Naya from 
pickpocketing. And most police in Pawsville 
don’t have the authority to command a military 
block formation.


	 Naya really ticked off her officers when 
she slipped a wallet from the prison guard right 
outside her cell. That also made Naya popular 
with her cell mates because she was willing to 
share the wallet’s money. And prisoners are like 
Naya - they can hide money where it will never 
be found. The prison guard got their wallet back, 
but without a lot of the money formerly in it. But 
even professional searchers could not find the 
missing money — and you wouldn’t want to 
know if they did. 


	 Kittens, seeing how good Naya was at 
pickpocketing, got inspired to try it out. Most 
kittens were caught and got a chewing out, but 
Stripy, in her own little world of casserole 
making, didn’t miss a ten bill she had in her apron. And every little triumph 
makes kittens confident — a bit too confident, maybe. A bunch of kittens 
went straight to the police station, saying that they had a crime to report. The 
kittens sneakily grabbed wallets and money sitting out, flashed their loot, and 

made a break for it. And that is how eleven 
kittens joined Naya in her cell.


	 Lunch and a few other parent cats, are 
not happy with the police for arresting their 
kittens. However, they agree that this 
pickpocketing silliness needs to stop. Naya 
should be an example for her kittens and her 
nieces and nephews, not someone who gets 
them arrested with money shenanigans. The 
eleven kittens in jail were released, but not 

before Obsidian, holding Lunch’s cell phone, posted a video of himself, the 
other kittens in jail, Naya, and their cell mates on catTube, titled “Locked Up.”


	 Subscribe again for more on pickpocketing!

Image above - Lunch, 
when she heard that 
four of her kittens 
were in jail.

“I was told to look 
extra gruff, 
dangerous, and 
crazy in the 
video.” 

 - MANGE, ONE OF THE OTHER 
CATS IN THE CELL
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